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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which announcement type resides in a TN2501AP circuit pack, and
supports recording locally from a telephone, or can use
generated way announcement fifes?
A. External
B. Integrated
C. Local
D. Adjunct
Answer: B
Explanation:

Explanation: 1. Ensure that the announcement administration is
complete.
You must assign a name to the file before you can record an
announcement. For more information, see
Adding/changing/displaying or removing announcement extensions.
2. If you are replacing a TN750C announcement circuit pack with
the TN2501AP circuit pack or media gateway v VAL source:
* Get a list and a description of the announcements that are
stored on the TN750C circuit pack.
* Rerecord the announcements on a computer or at a professional
recording studio as .wav files (CCITT -Law [pronounced
"mu-Law"] or A-Law, 8-KHz, 8-bit mono), so that the files are
ready to transfer to the new announcement source after the
announcement source is installed and administered.
3. If you replace an older TN750 announcement circuit pack with
the new TN2501AP circuit pack or media gateway v VAL source:)

NEW QUESTION: 2
What controls the posting key? (Choose three)
A. Debit/credit indicator
B. Field status
C. Document type
D. Number range
E. Account type
Answer: A,B,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company changes to Scrum. This gets some people out of their
comfort zone and creates resistance.
One way of finding out how to deal with this resistance is
looking at the individuals resisting. Suppose that you
categorize all individuals into Conservers, Pragmatists and
Originators.
What are the best activities to help Pragmatists transition to
Scrum?
A. Provide training and run a pilot project that includes these
people on the team.
B. Provide predictability of the transition process and keep
certain best practices.
C. Provide more prestige or power for the people that resist in
order to get them to comply.
D. No special activities are necessary, because these people
will embrace the change.
Answer: A
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